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Valmet Paper Technology Centers provide comprehensive testing and piloting services to manufacturers of 
pulp, board and paper worldwide. Our pilot plants have the entire process covered, from stock preparation to 
coatings and everything in between, providing customers with excellent service and reliable results to support 
them in their investment decisions.

Whether papermakers are looking to change up their production or improve the efficiency of their existing 
process, we are talking about a serious capital investment. To ensure investment profitability, papermakers 
should invest in solutions that they know to be true and tested. Valmet’s comprehensive facilities allow to run 
tests on a setup, mirroring what our customers have at their facilities or alternatively the type of configuration 
they are looking to set up. Valmet even encourage customers to bring in their own raw materials from pulp to 
coatings to ensure a realistic testing result that will illustrate the true suitability for their specific process and 
needs. 

As practical example we have Progroup Paper PM1 GmbH Hard nip sizer trials. What can be secured through 
piloting and what kind of thing can’t be tested. Process parameters, impact to key paper performance 
properties are key factors. Component level testing to specific targets will support mills in their daily operation. 
A separate presentation at the IMPS about customer experience will follow (New technology: Hardnip).

There will also be a couple of examples about wet end solutions and modifications, which were proven 
with pilot runs to secure the investment. These targeted, pin-pointed trials help to define and justify the 
investment and secure key properties critical to investment. 

This kind of testing and piloting services will improve security of the investment. In combination to these 
results, Valmet can carry out detailed payback calculations including fixed and variable costs based on 
customers cost structure.


